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Ca21 entry during electrical activity plays several critical roles in development. However, the mechanisms that regulate
Ca21 influx during early embryogenesis remain unknown. In ascidians, a primitive chordate, development is rapid and
lastomeres of the muscle and neuronal lineages are easily identified, providing a simple model for studying the expression
f voltage-dependent Ca21 channels (VDCCs) in cell differentiation. Here we isolate an ascidian cDNA, TuCa1, a homologue
of the a1-subunit of L-type class Ca21 channels. We unexpectedly found another form of Ca21 channel cDNA (3-domain-type)
potentially encoding a truncated type which lacked the first domain and a part of the second domain. An analysis of genomic
sequence suggested that 3-domain-type RNA and the full-length type have alternative transcriptional start sites. The
temporal pattern of the amount of 3-domain-type RNA was the reverse of that of the full-length type; the 3-domain type was
provided maternally and persisted during early embryogenesis, whereas the full-length type was expressed zygotically in
neuronal and muscular lineage cells. Switching of the two forms occurred at a critical stage when VDCC currents appeared
in neuronal or muscular blastomeres. To examine the functional roles of the 3-domain type, it was coexpressed with the
full-length type in Xenopus oocyte. The 3-domain type did not produce a functional VDCC current, whereas it had a
remarkable inhibitory effect on the functional expression of the full-length form. In addition, overexpression of the
3-domain type under the control of the muscle-specific actin promoter in ascidian muscle blastomeres led to a significant
decrease in endogenous VDCC currents. These findings raise the possibility that the 3-domain type has some regulatory role
in tuning current amplitudes of VDCCs during early development. © 2001 Academic Press
Key Words: voltage-dependent calcium channel; development; ascidian embryo; Xenopus oocyte; truncated type; L-type.INTRODUCTION
Voltage-dependent Ca21 channels (VDCCs) are opened by
embrane depolarization and pass Ca21 selectively, thereby
linking changes in membrane potential to intracellular
1 Present address: Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Depart-
ment of Neurobiology and Behavior, State University of New York
at Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY 11794.
2 To whom correspondence should be addressed. Fax: 81–298-61–
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258signaling for a variety of cellular functions such as synaptic
transmission, secretion, and muscle contraction (Hagiwara
and Byerly, 1981). In addition to having critical roles in
mature excitable cells, VDCCs provide a route of Ca21
influx into developing cells. VDCCs are found in oocytes of
both invertebrates and vertebrates (Hagiwara and Jaffe,
1979) where they are thought to permit entry of the Ca21
that is required for meiotic maturation of the oocyte and/or
fertilization. VDCCs play roles in generating spontaneous
changes in [Ca21]i in immature neurons (Spitzer, 1994) and
muscle cells (Dallman et al., 1998). VDCC activity is
0012-1606/01 $35.00
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259Ca21 Channel Expression in Ascidian Embryogenesisinvolved in neurite growth (Gottmann and Lux, 1995) and
gene activation in differentiating neurons (Bartel et al.,
1989; Murphy et al., 1991; Tao et al., 1998). While these
studies have outlined many important roles of VDCCs in
developing cells, little is known of how the early expression
of VDCCs is regulated.
VDCCs are protein complexes composed of a membrane
protein, called a1, and accessory subunits including b, a2/d.
Most of the biophysical and pharmacological properties of
VDCCs are determined by the a1-subunit which has a
our-domain structure. Because in vitro studies indicate
hat the b-subunit is involved in membrane targeting of
VDCC channels, much attention has been directed toward
roles of b-subunits in the regulation of VDCC expression.
On the other hand, differentiating cells express more than
one form of the a1-subunit and switching of a1-subunit
ubtypes occurs during the differentiation. The N-type
urrent is replaced by the P/Q type on maturation of
ynapses (Iwasaki and Takahashi, 1998), and the cardiac
ype VDCC a1-subunit is transiently expressed in skeletal
uscle during differentiation (Chaudhari and Beam, 1993).
he molecular diversity of VDCC a1-subunits is further
complicated by alternative splicing from the same a1 sub-
unit genes. Skeletal muscle cells express a variant that is
composed of two domains during their maturation (Malouf
et al., 1992). Despite many reports on the multiple forms of
VDCC a1-subunit proteins during development, little infor-
mation is available regarding the roles of transiently ex-
pressed a1-subunits.
In ascidian larvae, VDCCs emerge early in muscle and
neuronal lineage cells (Simoncini et al., 1988; Takahashi
and Okamura, 1998). The temporal profile of the expression
of VDCCs is well characterized in muscle (Moody, 1995;
Greaves et al., 1996) and in epidermal blastomeres (Hirano
and Takahashi, 1987). The immature VDCCs with a small
current amplitude, found in oocytes and early embryos, are
replaced by long-lasting VDCC currents in older embryos
(Hirano and Takahashi, 1984; Greaves et al., 1996). Thus,
ascidian embryos provide a simple model with which to
study the regulation of VDCC expression during develop-
ment.
Here we report two types of cDNAs coding ascidian
VDCC a1 subunits, a full-length form and a truncated type
that is transiently expressed in ascidian embryos. Coexpres-
sion experiments in Xenopus oocytes, the developmental
profile of the VDCC current in native ascidian blastomeres,
and overexpression in ascidian muscle cells all raise the
possibility that the truncated type negatively regulates the
expression of VDCC current early in cell differentiation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Ascidian Halocynthia roretzi was used. Adult animals were
purchased in the winter from fishermen in Northern Japan, San-
riku, and Wakkanai. Animals were maintained at 4–5°C in circu-
Copyright © 2001 by Academic Press. All rightlating seawater. Spawning of eggs and sperm was induced by
maintaining the animals under daylight at a higher temperature, up
to 12°C. The methods of fertilization and of rearing the embryos
were described previously (Okamura and Shidara, 1990). Oocytes of
Xenopus laevis were also used to characterize the biophysical
properties of TuCa1.
cDNA Cloning
To obtain cDNAs coding for ascidian VDCC homologues, PCR
primers were designed to target the highly conserved regions
among known VDCC a1-subunits. These are located near IIIS5–
IIIS6. The sequence of the upstream primer (TCA1) was (GG(C)IG-
TIA(C)AIC(T)TITTC(T)AAA(G)GGA(G,C,T)AA) [the I represents
inosine, more than one base in ( ) indicates degeneracy], corre-
sponding to the amino acids G(A)VN(Q)LFKGK. The sequence of
the downstream primer (rTCA3) was AG(A)IAC(G,A)IA(G,C-
,T)IAGGCCAICCAICCT(C)TC, corresponding to the amino acids
EGWP*V(L)L (* can be any amino acid). cDNAs were incubated
initially for 10 min at 94°C and amplified under the following
conditions: 94°C for 60 s, 54°C for 60 s, 72°C for 60 s for 35 cycles.
Two independent clones were obtained. The 225-bp clone (Tad 2–3)
had a high homology with the IIIS5–IIIS6 region of known VDCC
a1-subunits and the 246-bp clone (Tad11) had a homology with the
S5–IS6 region of VDCC a1-subunits.
Clones (6 3 105) of a Halocynthia roretzi tadpole cDNA library
in lambda Zap (oligo-dT primed; kindly provided by Dr. H. Okado,
Tokyo Metropolitan Institute for Neuroscience) were screened
using the amplification product, Tad11, as a probe. After three
rounds of screening, one positive clone (pRCaY6) with a 1502-bp
insert cDNA (nucleotides 2312–1190) was isolated.
To obtain a larger clone, another tadpole cDNA library was
constructed. Poly(A)1 RNA (5 mg) was reverse-transcribed using
ligo dT as a primer with Superscript II (Gibco-BRL, Life Technolo-
ies, Inc., Rockville, MD). Double-stranded cDNAs larger than 3.0
b were recovered from an excised agarose block by incubation in
b-agarase I (New England Biolab, Beverly, MA) at 40°C for 60 min
and purified by phenol extraction. cDNAs were ligated to lambda
Zap arms and packaged in vitro using MaxPlax packaging extract
(Epicentre Technologies, Madison, WI). A cDNA library containing
2 3 106 pfu (mean insert size: 3.3 kb) was screened with pRCaY6.
en positives were obtained after screening about 5 3 106 clones.
he clone with the largest insert (TuC7, 7042 nucleotides) was
ubcloned into pBluescript and was completely sequenced from
oth ends by constructing deleted subclones.
An ascidian egg cDNA library was also constructed in lambda
ap using random hexamers. This library was screened with the
25-bp clone (Tad 2–3) corresponding to the IIIS5–IIIS6 region. A
106-bp clone was isolated (pRCas1) and subcloned into pBlue-
criptII (Stratagene). The insert lacked a 39 poly(A) tail; therefore,
he downstream region of pRCas1 (HindIII, ClaI fragment, 572 bp)
as used to screen for the missing sequences. The clone obtained,
RCaE11, contained a poly(A) addition signal (3880 bp in length).
equences upstream of pRCaS1 were sought by screening the same
ibrary with a HindIII, BalI fragment (584 bp) of pRCas1. A clone
ith insert,1259 bp in length, was obtained from another egg
DNA library in lgt10 (PRCas5). Sequencing of pRCas5 revealed a
nonsense codon 15 bp upstream to junction site with IIS2.
Analysis of Genomic DNA Sequences
Intron sequences were amplified from Halocynthia roretzisperm genomic DNA (provided from Dr. Y. Katsuyama). The
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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260 Okagaki et al.genomic sequence between residues 1196–1224 of the TuCa1
coding sequence was amplified with Gca3 (59-CAAATAGAT-
GAAACGTGGTGGC-39) and Gca4c (59-GCGAGTCTTGCGGT-
TCCATC-39). The genomic sequence between residues 1384–1385
of the TuCa1 coding sequence was amplified with Gca1 (59-
TCCGCCATGGCTGACATTAG-39) and Gca2c (59-GCACTC-
GAGTGTTAAGAGGATCTTGT-39). The PCR products were pu-
rified from a 1.5% agarose gel and subcloned into pCR 2.1 (Invitro-
gen).
Functional Expression and Electrophysiology
Since the initial full-length clone, TuC7, in pBluescript did not
give rise to a functional current, an approximately 1-kb 39 UTR was
removed from TuC7 by cutting with Bst1107I and XhoI, followed
by blunting and religation. A 6.5-kb fragment containing the coding
region of TuCa1 was subcloned into the Xenopus expression
ector, pSD64TF (kindly provided by Dr. T. Snutch), a modified
ersion of pSP64 (Promega, Madison, WI) at NotI and KpnI sites
designated as pTuC7d).
Although RNAs transcribed from pTuC7d produced functional
urrents in Xenopus oocytes, the current amplitude was not large
nough to characterize VDCC currents using Ca21 as charge carrier.
Therefore, we modified the region surrounding the initiator methi-
onine codon as follows: immediately upstream, we inserted a
Kozak consensus sequence (Kozak, 1987) and, immediately down-
stream, we positioned the complete coding region for the green
fluorescent protein (GFP) so that the product was a fusion protein
with GFP at the amino terminus of the VDCC protein. The
modified gene was generated by creating restriction sites for AgeI
nd SalI in pTuC7d using PCR. The coding region of the GFP
mplified using pGFP-N1 (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA) as the template
as inserted using the AgeI and SalI sites.
For expression of the 3-domain-type TuCa1 protein, a cDNA
ragment was amplified using pTuC7d as a template. Forward
rimer contains a restriction site for SpeI, Kozak consensus se-
uence directly upstream of the methionine (amino acid residue
76). The reverse primer was directed toward the unique BspEI site
n the coding region of TuCa1 DNA. The amplified DNA fragment
as ligated into sites of SpeI and BspEI of pTuC7d (designated as
3mTuC7d). For expression of the first domain protein (DCTuCa1),
he insert of the plasmid (pRCaY6) coding the first-domain region
as subcloned into pSD64TF (designated as p1mTuC). Two dele-
ion clones of the 3-domain-type protein were constructed. For the
lone corresponding to the protein that lacks the domain IV and the
-terminus (pDNTuCa1DC1), XcmI fragment was excised out and
he backbone plasmid was religated. This resulted in creating a stop
odon following six additional amino acids downstream of the
revious XcmI site corresponding to the linker between domain III
nd IV. For the clone without domains III and IV (pDNTuCa1DC2),
pnI site was created by PCR and subcloned into pSD64TF.
Above plasmids were linearized with SalI and transcribed with
P6 RNA polymerase for injection into Xenopus oocytes. RNA was
ynthesized using the Riboprobe system (Promega) in the presence
f 0.5 mM ATP, CTP, and UTP, 50 nM GTP, and 0.5 mM cap
ucleotide m7G(59)ppp(59) (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Upp-
ala, Sweden). The cDNA clones used for coexpression with TuCa1
NA were pBH17, a rabbit b2b subunit (Hullin et al., 1992), with
Accession Number X64298, and pSPCA1, a rabbit a2/d subunit
Mikami et al., 1989), basically identical to the clone with Acces-
ion Number M21948 (Ellis et al., 1988). Rabbit b2b clone was
hosen as the b subunit, because this clone gave the most robust
Copyright © 2001 by Academic Press. All rightexpression of TuCa1-derived currents among several b subunits
tested in a pilot experiment. Rabbit cardiac a1C (Mikami et al.,
989) was also used for control experiments. Xenopus oocytes were
xcised and prepared according to the standard protocol (Goldin,
992). TuCa1 synthetic RNA was injected into an oocyte at a
concentration of 0.5 ng/nl. b2b (kindly provided by Dr. Flockerzi)
nd a2/d (kindly provided by Dr. T. Tanabe) subunits of the rabbit
DCC were injected at a concentration of 0.25–0.5 ng/nl. The
olume of RNA solution injected into each oocyte was 50–80 nl.
njected oocytes were cultured for 2 to 8 days at 18 to 20°C before
ecording.
For coexpression of the full-length RNA with the RNAs of
runcated forms, molar ratio between the two forms was roughly
djusted based on the concentration of RNA and their expected
olecular sizes. RNA concentration was estimated by ethidium
romide staining following running a part of RNA on agarose gel.
ocytes from the same batch were recorded within about 10 h
etween 3 to 4 days after injection.
Electrical recording of Xenopus oocytes was performed in the
wo-electrode voltage-clamp configuration with Oocyte Clamp
C-725C (Warner Instruments Co., Grand Haven, MI). The endog-
nous Ca21-activated Cl2 currents were eliminated by the method
described previously (Neely et al., 1994). Na4BAPTA [10 mM;
,2-bis(o-amino-phenocy)ethane-N,N,N9,N9-tetraacetate] titrated
o pH 7.0 with 10 mM Hepes was loaded into a glass micropipetter
nd microinjected 5–30 min before recording. The signals were
igitized using an AD converter ITC-16, sampled at 10 kHz, filtered
t 3 to 5 kHz, and analyzed using Pulse and Pulsefit programs (Heka
lektronik, Lambrecht/Pfalz, Germany). All recordings were per-
ormed at room temperature. The solution used for recording Ca21
currents consisted of Ca(OH)2 at 20 mM, NaOH at 35 mM,
methane sulfonate at 77 mM, KOH at 2 mM, Hepes at 5 mM, and
niflumic acid at 0.5 mM (pH 7.4). Ca21 was replaced with Ba21 in
he solution used for recording Ba21 currents. Linear leaks were
adjusted by measuring holding currents. Records with large leakage
(.200 nA at 270 mV) were discarded. Unless otherwise noted,
statistical significance was determined by P , 0.05 using an
unpaired t test. Results are presented as mean 6 SEM, and error
bars in the figures represent SEM.
Native VDCC currents were recorded from isolated blastomeres
of muscle type (B5.1) and neuronal type (a4.2), as described previ-
ously (Shidara and Okamura, 1991; Nakajo et al., 1999). Macro-
scopic currents were recorded by the two-electrode voltage clamp
using AxoClamp2B (Axon Instruments Co.). The solution used to
record barium currents contained 100 mM BaCl2, 200 mM tetra-
thylammonium chloride (TEACl), 200 mM tetramethylammo-
ium chloride (TMACl), 10 mM KCl, and 5 mM PIPES (pH 7.0).
he holding potential was 280 mV and the recordings were
erformed at 9–11°C. Leaks were not adjusted and records from
ells with large leakage (.1 nA at 280 mV) were discarded. Data
ere filtered at 3.3 kHz and acquired at 10 kHz using pCLAMP
oftware (Axon Instruments).
Northern Blots
Halocynthia RNAs were isolated from egg cells, eight-cell em-
bryos, gastrulae, neurulae, and tailbuds using the GTC-CsCl
method. Total RNA (30 mg each) was loaded onto a 1% agarose gel
containing 4.8% formaldehyde. RNA was transferred onto a
Hybond-N membrane (Amersham Pharmacia) and fixed by ultra-
violet. The radiolabeled antisense transcripts of pRCaE1, corre-
sponding to the residues 2107–6270 of TuCa1 coding region, were
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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261Ca21 Channel Expression in Ascidian Embryogenesisused first as probes. To detect the full-length TuCa1 transcript
exclusively, the region of the first domain of TuCa1 coding region
was used as the probe (pRCaY6). Hybridization was performed at
68°C overnight in the solution: 50% formamide, 53 SSC, 13
Denhardt’s solution, 0.5% SDS. Membranes were washed once in
23 SSC, 0.1% SDS, and 3 times in 0.23 SSC, 0.1% SDS, for 15 min
at 68°C. To check the integrity of RNAs, 1 mg of total RNA was run
on a separate nondenaturing 1.5% agarose gel and stained with
ethidium bromide. Alternatively, the same blot was rehybridized
with a probe specific for Halocynthia cytoskeletal actin (200 bp in
length).
Whole-Mount In Situ Hybridization
In situ hybridization was performed according to the protocols
escribed previously (Harland, 1991; Okamura et al., 1994; Okada
et al., 1997). Embryos were fixed in 4% formaldehyde in 53 MEM
buffer (0.5 M MOPS, 10 mM EGTA, 5 mM MgSO4) overnight on
ice. The plasmid, pRCaY6, containing the cDNA corresponding to
the first domain of TuCa1 (nucleotides 2312–1190), was used to
detect the full-length form. Another plasmid pRCaE1 (nucleotides
2107–6270) was used as the common probe for both the truncated
and full-length Ca21 channels. The plasmid, pRCaE1, contained the
DNA that corresponds to domains II, III, and IV of TuCa1, the
verlapping region between TuCa1 and DNTuCa1. Digoxigenin-
labeled RNA probes were synthesized with a DIG RNA Labeling
Kit (Boehringer Mannheim GmbH Biochemica, Mannheim, Ger-
many). These two probes produced similar results except in stage
110 embryos. Prehybridization and hybridization were performed
at 50°C.
For sectioning, stained embryos were dehydrated in ethanol and
embedded in polyester wax (BDH Laboratory Supplies, Poole,
England). Serial sections were cut at 5-mm thickness and mounted
on slides. After removal of the polyester wax with absolute ethanol,
the specimens were mounted in 75% glycerol in PBS and observed
under a microscope.
RNase Protection Assays
RPAII ribonuclease protection assay kit (Ambion) was used. The
following cDNAs were used to make riboprobes. Probe 1 corre-
sponded to residues 231–43 of DNTuCa1 (189 bp) that did not
verlap with TuCa1. It was derived from a plasmid, which con-
ained a PCR clone based on the sequences, TAGTAGCTGGCAG-
ATTC and GAGACGTTATAGAGACACCC. Probe 2 corre-
ponded to residues 2304–31 of DNTuCa1 and was derived from a
lasmid, which contained the 336-bp partial clone of DNTuCa1.
his region also contained residues 1385–1622 of TuCa1. RNA (50
mg) from egg and late gastrula were mixed with 1.0 3 104 cpm of
robe RNA. Ascidian cytoskeletal actin (177 bp) was used as
ositive control. The mixtures were treated with ribonuclease,
hen separated on a polyacrylamide gel.
Preparation of Ascidian Blastomeres
Cell cleavage of the embryo was arrested at the 8- or 16-cell stage
with 2.0 mg/ml cytochalasin B (Sigma-Aldrich Co., Milwaukee,
WI). Individual blastomeres were identified from their positions
and colors (Nishida, 1986). Terminology of the ascidian blastomere
is based on the description by Conklin (1905). Blastomeres (n 5 40
to 45) for each type were cultured in seawater containing 0.2 mg/ml
cytochalasin B at 11°C until sister embryos hatched larvae. Two
Copyright © 2001 by Academic Press. All rightcells from each pool were examined using the two-electrode
voltage-clamp method to investigate the types of membrane excit-
ability (Okado and Takahashi, 1990; Takahashi and Okamura,
1998). The remaining cells were harvested for RNA extraction
using the acid-guanidium method (Chomczynski and Sacchi,
1987).
For detection of transcripts of TuCa1 and DTuCa1, reverse
transcription with an antisense oligo dT primer was done at 40°C
for 60 min by Superscript II (Gibco BRL). The solutions were
diluted to 80 and 0.4 ml was used for each amplification. The cDNA
olution was amplified with 32[P]-labeled primers specific to
uCa1: TCA23 (GGATAACGCAAGCTGAGG; nucleotide 1055–
072) and rTCA25 (GCATCTCGATAGTGAACAGTG; nucleotide
409–1429). As a positive internal control, the same amount of
DNA was using primers specific to ascidian cytoskeletal actin
DNA, Cact3 (ACAACGAACTTCGTTGTAGCC) and Cact4c
TTCTTCCGGATGCATAGAGG) (Okada et al., 1997). The prim-
rs for amplifying voltage-gated sodium-channel sequence were as
reviously described (Okamura et al., 1994). The PCR products
ere analyzed on a 7% polyacrylamide gel and visualized by
utoradiography.
Overexpression in Ascidian Muscle Blastomeres
For overexpression of DNTuCa1 in ascidian muscle cells, about
400-bp fragment of actin promoter was amplified from genomic
DNA of Halocynthia roretzi (Hikosaka et al., 1994) with PCR and
subcloned into XhoI site of the plasmid, pTuC7d. B5.1 blastomeres
were isolated from 16-cell stage embryos and cleavage-arrested by
cytochalasin B. Within about 1 h after cell isolation, the plasmid for
the 3-domain protein (10 ng/ml) was coinjected with the plasmid
arrying GFP cDNA under the same actin promoter (5 ng/ml) and
0.125% tetramethylrhodamine-dextran (Molecular Probes) in 0.1 3
TE buffer. As negative controls, sister cells from the same batch
were injected with the plasmid only carrying GFP cDNA (15 ng/ml).
fter microinjection, individual cells were transferred onto agarose
eds containing the sea water and 0.5 mg/ml cytochalasin B. Five
batches of ascidians were used within about 1 month. We found
that there is a critical window time of microinjection for efficient
expression of transgene. Injection of the GFP plasmid after the
32-cell stage did not lead to positive signal of GFP. This nature
enabled us to use cells injected with DNTuCa1 plasmid with GFP
plasmid later than the critical time as one kind of negative control
for DNTuCa1 expression. In the overexpression of the 3-domain
type, VDCC currents were recorded in the solution containing Sr21
instead of Ba21. We found that Ba21 easily precipitates with sulfate
anions, thus changing concentration of Ba21 and pH. In this case,
cell status was deteriorated and VDCC current significantly de-
creased. Therefore, electrical recording in the Ba21 solution re-
quired complete exchange of the bath solution from ASW to the
Ba21 solution. On the other hand, the Sr21 less readily precipitates
with sulfate anions, thus permitting quicker recording of VDCC
currents from the same batch of cells.
RESULTS
Primary Structure of the Ascidian Ca21 Channel,
uCa1, and Its Functional Expression
To identify cDNAs encoding VDCCs from ascidian em-
bryos, PCR primers targeting highly conserved regions in
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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262 Okagaki et al.vertebrate VDCC a1-subunits were constructed with the
east possible amount of codon degeneracy. We isolated a
artial PCR clone from ascidian cDNA that was highly
omologous to known VDCC a1-subunits. This clone was
sed as a probe to screen the ascidian tadpole cDNA library
nd a cDNA clone was isolated that contained the full
oding region of the putative VDCC. We call this gene
uCa1 (tunicate calcium channel). TuCa1 encodes a pro-
ein containing 2125 amino acids. The deduced protein
hares many structural features with known VDCC a1-
subunits (Tanabe et al., 1987). TuCa1 has four-domains (I
through IV), each containing six trans-membrane segments
(S1 through S6). The deduced amino acid sequence of
TuCa1 is highly homologous to mammalian a1C in overall
structure (Fig. 1). The identity is 48% for rabbit cardiac
muscle a1C, 47% for rabbit skeletal muscle a1S, and 44% for
at neuronal a1D. TuCa1 is less similar to non-L-type VDCC
genes, such as the mammalian a1A (24% identity), the C.
elegans neuronal VDCC (39%), and the T-type VDCC (a1G)
(16%). Multiple alignment analysis indicated that TuCa1 is
more closely related to the L-type VDCC (a1C,D,S,F) group
han to the non-L-type groups, including the a1A,B and E
subfamilies (data not shown). Within the L-type family
(a1C,D,S), TuCa1 is more related to the vertebrate than
nvertebrate L-type VDCCs such as the jellyfish (Jeziorski
t al., 1998) and fly channels. This is consistent with the
hylogenetic position of ascidians in the animal kingdom
Wada and Satoh, 1994).
The amino acid sequence of the P region involved in ion
electivity between S5 and S6 in TuCa1 is well conserved.
ithin the ion selectivity filter, a negatively charged glu-
amate (E) residue located at the same position in all four
omains is recognized as the main determinant of ion
electivity and single channel conductance (Yang et al.,
993). These four glutamates are all conserved in TuCa1,
ndicating that TuCa1 permits Ca-selective permeation.
The I–II loop of most VDCCs contains a consensus site
or binding to the b-subunit (Pragnell et al., 1994). The
TuCa1 I–II loop region also contains this site (indicated by
AID in Fig. 1). We found a variation due to alternative
splicing close to this site: a segment of 27 nucleotides
corresponding to a part of the I–II loop (indicated by * in Fig.
1) is missing in another form of the cDNA clone (designated
as TuCa1-sh).
The II–III loop is considered the main determinant of the
Ca21 dependency for excitation-contraction (E-C) coupling
(Tanabe et al., 1990). The overall sequence of the II–III loop
of TuCa1 has 39% identity to the corresponding region of
a1C and 38% to a1S. The segment was identified recently as
critical motif in the II–III loop which determines the type
f E–C coupling (Nakai et al., 1998). In this segment (19
mino acid residues), the amino acid sequence of TuCa1 is
ore similar to the cardiac type than to the skeletal type:
our residues are identical to those of cardiac a1C, but there
s no identity between the skeletal a1S and TuCa1 residues.
TuCa1 cRNA was coinjected with cRNAs for mamma-
lian b- and a2/d-subunits into Xenopus oocytes to charac- T
Copyright © 2001 by Academic Press. All righterize its functional properties. Significant Ba21 currents of
amplitudes up to 1 mA (492 nA 1 285 nA, mean 6 SEM,
n 5 10) were observed 2 to 4 days after injection. These
urrents were activated slowly and did not show any
ignificant decay. A graph of currents elicited at different
oltages (I-V curve; Fig. 2C) shows that the Ba21 current was
ctivated at 240 mV and reached a maximum at 210 to 0
V. These properties were clearly distinct from those of
enopus endogenous currents that were recorded from
ocytes injected with b2b and a2/d but not TuCa1. First, the
ndogenous Ba21 currents showed faster activation and
more significant decay. Second, the I-V relation of the
endogenous Ba21 currents reached a maximum at 110 to
20 mV; i.e., it showed a significant rightward shift com-
ared with that of TuCa1-derived current. Both the b and
a2/d subunits were required for functional expression of
uCa1: a lack of either subunit resulted in no current being
xpressed. This suggests that ascidian VDCC protein com-
lexes comprised the same protein subunits as vertebrate
DCCs.
TuCa1 channels have a conserved EF-hand motif and IQ
otif (shown in Fig. 1). These regions are known to be
ritical to Ca21-dependent inactivation (de Leon et al., 1995;
Bernatchez et al., 1998; Peterson et al., 1999). Previous
electrophysiological recordings from isolated epidermal
blastomeres and muscle blastomeres have demonstrated
that the native ascidian VDCC currents show Ca21-
dependent inactivation (Hirano and Takahashi, 1984; Davis
et al., 1995; Nakajo et al., 1999). To determine if TuCa1
channels show Ca21-dependent inactivation, the ionic cur-
rents in the Ca21-containing solution were also examined.
The I-V relation in Ca21 solution of TuCa1 channels
howed a rightward shift compared with that in Ba21
solution, reflecting the stronger binding of Ca21 ions to
urface charges (Ohmori and Yoshii, 1977). TuCa1-derived
a21 currents decayed faster at membrane potentials at
which larger currents were activated. In contrast, if Ba21
was the charge carrier, the decay was only mildly acceler-
ated by depolarization (Fig. 3E). This result was compatible
with the notion that TuCa1 channels exhibit Ca21-
ependent inactivation as do other L-type VDCCs (Brehm
nd Eckert, 1978; Yue et al., 1990).
Two Types of Transcripts Distinct in Length Are
Expressed during Development
To examine the temporal gene expression of TuCa1
uring embryogenesis, Northern hybridization was per-
ormed. We detected two distinct bands, one at 9 kb and one
t 7.5 kb (Fig 3A). The shorter band was intense in egg cells,
ight-cell embryos, gastrulae, and neurula embryos and
eakened at the tailbud stage, whereas the larger band was
rst detected at neurula and tailbud stages. It was a surprise
o find the shorter band in egg cells and early embryos,
here long-lasting VDCC currents have not been detected
n previous electrophysiological experiments (Hirano and
akahashi, 1987).
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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cDNA library constructed from egg cells was screened
using the TuCa1 sequence as probe. An unusual truncated
FIG. 1. Primary structure of ascidian calcium channel, TuCa1. T
sequence of the rabbit cardiac muscle VDCC a1-subunit (CICC-RA
nderlined. AID: a consensus motif for the b-subunit interaction si
TuCa1 cDNA (TuCa1-sh; see also Fig. 6); **: 18 amino acid segm
coupling (Nakai et al., 1998). EF-hand motif and IQ motif in the
contained multiple consensus sites for cAMP-dependent protein k
Potential protein kinase C phosphorylation sites were found in t
consensus N-linked glycosylation site existed on the predicted ex
(residue 76).form of VDCC cDNA (DNTuCa1) was isolated (Fig. 5A). o
Copyright © 2001 by Academic Press. All righthe whole nucleotide sequence, 5102 base pairs, was iden-
ical to TuCa1, except for a divergent stretch upstream of a
ritical point (corresponding to the aspartate at residue 462
mplete amino acid sequence of TuCa1 is shown aligned with the
). Identical amino acids are boxed. Transmembrane segments are
: 9 amino acids in the I–II loop, which are truncated in one type of
the II–III loop, which is presumed to determine the type of E–C
oxyl tail are indicated by bars above the sequence. The protein
phosphorylation in the I–II linker and in the carboxyl terminus.
II linker, the II–III linker, and the carboxyl terminus. Only one
llular side of the membrane, in the segment between IS1 and IS2he co
BBIT
te; *
ent in
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inase
he I–
tracef TuCa1) in a region corresponding to the linker between
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264 Okagaki et al.IIS1 and IIS2 of a Ca21 channel protein (shown in Fig. 4A). A
nonsense codon, present 16 nucleic acids upstream of this
critical point, predicts residue 476 to be the initiator me-
thionine. The protein predicted from this clone, therefore,
lacks all the segments (S1–S6) of the first domain and S1 1
S2 of the second domain (Fig. 4B). We thus designated this
form of cDNA as DNTuCa1 or the 3-domain type. When the
sequence corresponding to domain 1 was used as probe, the
egg cells did not show a detectable signal, whereas a
discrete band with the same size as that obtained with the
common probe was detected in tailbud embryos (Fig. 3B).
This suggests that the 7.5-kb band in the Northern blots
corresponds to DNTuCa1 RNA and the 9-kb band to the
full-length TuCa1 RNA.
To verify that the shorter transcript corresponds to
FIG. 2. Biophysical characteristics of TuCa1 in Xenopus oocytes.
A) Representative traces of Ba21 currents from an oocyte co-
injected with RNAs of TuCa1, rabbit b2b, and rabbit a2/d. (B)
epresentative traces of Ca21 currents. In A and B, currents were
elicited by membrane depolarization ranging from 250 to 170 mV
in 10 mV increments from a holding potential of 270 mV. To
eliminate the endogenous Ca21-activated Cl2 currents, BAPTA was
microinjected just before recording (see Methods). (C) I-V curves of
TuCa1-derived Ba21 currents (n 5 10). (D) I-V curves of Ca21
currents (n 5 8). (E) Ratios of current amplitudes at the end of the
ulse (400 ms from the beginning of depolarization) to the peak
mplitudes plotted against membrane potential. The current decay
as faster at the membrane potentials which gave larger inward
urrents in Ca21 solution (n 5 8) but not in Ba21 solution (n 5 10),
uggesting Ca21-dependent inactivation.DNTuCa1, we performed a ribonuclease protection assay. t
Copyright © 2001 by Academic Press. All rightwo probes were designed based on DNTuCa1. The first
robe (probe 1) was based on a region unique to DNTuCa1.
he second (probe 2) was based on a region that partly
verlapped with TuCa1 (Fig. 5A). On hybridization with
robe 1, RNAs of a size corresponding to probe 1 were
rotected in eggs and at late gastrula. Signal was more
ntense in eggs than in late gastrula embryos, consistent
ith the result of Northern blot analysis in which tran-
cripts of smaller size were more abundant in eggs than in
ate gastrula embryos. Hybridization with probe 2 also
dentified products of DNTuCa1 RNAs clearly in eggs and
eakly in late gastrula embryos (indicated by unfilled
rrowhead in Fig. 5A). Probe 2 also detected bands with
xpected size of the full-length TuCa1 RNA in eggs and late
astrula embryos. The presence of smaller protected prod-
cts (filled arrowhead) at the late gastrula probably reflects
ignals from the full-length TuCa1 transcripts. However,
he presence of the smaller products in egg cells appeared to
ontradict the results of Northern blot where the full-
ength TuCa1 RNA was not detected.
Therefore, to test further if the full-length TuCa1 tran-
script was present in egg cells, 59 RACE PCR was performed
based on the 59 end of the overlapping region between
TuCa1 and DNTuCa1. A total of six clones were isolated
nd sequenced. All of them were identical to DNTuCa1 and
o sequence corresponding to the first domain or the S1–S2
f the second domain of TuCa1 was found. Instead, on
equencing these clones, we found variations in the nucleic
FIG. 3. Northern blot analysis of TuCa1 gene expression. (A)
otal RNA samples from unfertilized eggs (E), 8-cell embryo (8),
astrula embryo (G), neurula embryo (N), and tailbuds (TB) were
nalyzed with a riborobe corresponding to the 39 half of TuCa1
pRCaE1). Ethidium bromide staining of ribosomal RNA confirmed
he integrity of RNAs (lower panel). Note that two bands with
istinct size, 7.5 and 9 kb, are detected. (B) Total RNAs of
nfertilized eggs and tailbuds were analyzed with a riboprobe for
he first domain of TuCa1 (pRY6). The same blot was rehybridized
ith actin-specific probe. Note that the single band correspondingo the upper band in A is detected in tailbuds.
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265Ca21 Channel Expression in Ascidian Embryogenesisacid sequence of DNTuCa1 probably due to DNA polymor-
phism (Fig. 5B) in several regions near the putative splicing
site. We thus concluded that the transcript corresponding to
the full-length cDNA of TuCa1 was not present in egg cells.
The egg RNAs (Fig. 5A, arrow in E) similar in size to the
fragment from the full-length TuCa1 RNA were probably
derived from digested DNTuCa1 RNAs that had different
nucleic acids from the probe sequence due to polymor-
phism in the putative 59 noncoding region. Such sequence
diversity was only seen in these regions, not in the down-
stream coding region.
The 3-Domain-Type Transcript Is Derived from
the Same Gene as the Full-Length Type
In the regions of TuCa1 and DNTuCa1 overlapping, the
ucleic acid sequences of the two cDNAs were identical.
his suggested that the two transcripts were derived from a
ingle gene. Therefore we analyzed the genomic sequence
hat gave rise to the two transcripts. Two sets of PCR
rimers were designed based on the cDNA sequences of
uCa1 and the intervening genomic sequences were ampli-
ed. A comparison of the genomic sequences and cDNA
equences confirmed that the 59UTR of DNTuCa1 was as an
ndependent exon between the TuCa1 exons (shown as
xon D in Figs. 6A and 6C). The start point of Exon D was
etermined by 59-RACE PCR and amplifying cDNAs using
pecific primers for this region (Fig. 6B). Nine independent
lones were isolated and all of them started from the same
ite, confirming that this site was the 59 end of DNTuCa1.
TATA boxlike sequence, TATAACAT, existed 22 bp
pstream of Exon D, suggesting that DNTuCa1 RNA was
ranscribed from a promoter distinct from that for the
FIG. 4. DNTuCa1, a 3-domain-type variant of TuCa1. (A) Partial s
ransmembrane regions (IIS1 and IIS2) are underlined. Putative
ethionine of the open reading frame (boxed) is located in the IIS2
rst domain and a part of the second domain, the IIS1 and IIS2 regull-length form.
Copyright © 2001 by Academic Press. All rightSpatial Expression of TuCa1 Transcripts
The spatial profile of TuCa1 gene expression during
ascidian embryogenesis was examined using whole-mount
in situ hybridization (Fig. 7). Two probes were used; a region
common to the two transcripts and cDNA containing only
domain 1, which was specific to the full-length form. In a
110 cell embryo stained with the common probe, the
cytoplasm of anterior blastomeres showed a signal charac-
teristic of maternal gene expression in ascidian embryos
(Fig. 7A). On the other hand, a 110 cell embryo probed with
the probe specific to the full-length form did not show a
positive signal (Fig. 7B). A more detailed account of the
maternal expression of DNTuCa1 could not be obtained due
to diffuse signal in the cytoplasm which was hard to
discriminate from background signals. In the neurula em-
bryos (Fig. 7C), only muscle precursor cells stained positive
with either probe. The nuclei of muscle lineage cells were
stained, indicating that zygotic expression in this lineage
had begun. In the tailbud stage (Fig. 7B), in addition to the
continued expression in muscle lineage cells, positive sig-
nals started to appear in neural precursors of the anterior
central nervous system (a-lineage neural cells), and of the
motor neurons (A-lineage neural cells) in the proximal
neural tube (Fig. 7D–7G). The patterns of expression were
not significantly different between the two probes. Weak
signals were also detected in the epidermal precursors.
Signals were not detectable in lineages of other cell types, in
notochord, endoderm, or mesenchyme, for example. These
patterns of TuCa1 gene expression agree well with previous
reports of the distribution of long-lasting type VDCC cur-
rents in ascidian embryos (Hirano and Takahashi, 1987;
Okado and Takahashi, 1990).
nces of DNTuCa1 are shown aligned with the sequences of TuCa1.
cing sites are marked with vertical arrows. The putative first
smembrane region. (B) The deduced protein of DNTuCa1 lacks the
Restriction maps of TuCa1 and DNTuCa1 are shown in parallel.eque
spli
tranResults of Northern blot analysis suggested that
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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266 Okagaki et al.DNTuCa1 RNA is abundant until the neurula stage and can
be detected until the tailbud stage. Although clear signals of
DNTuCa1 were detected in 110 cell embryos, in situ hy-
ridization was not sensitive enough to clearly ensure
xpression of DNTuCa1 in embryos at other stages because
ignals based on maternal expression are sometimes indis-
inguishable from background signals. To know if
NTuCa1 RNA is coexpressed with TuCa1 RNA in the
ame cell, we examined the expression of each transcript
sing RT-PCR from isolated, cleavage-arrested cells. In the
resence of cytochalasin B, an inhibitor of microfilament
olymerization, cell-cleavage in ascidian embryos is
topped but multiplication of nuclei continues. Such
leavage-arrested ascidian embryos express cell-type spe-
ific markers corresponding to their cell fates (Whittaker,
973). The time sequences of expression of cell-type-
pecific molecules, including ion channels, are comparable
o those in the intact embryo (Hirano and Takahashi, 1987;
akahashi and Okamura, 1998). Cleavage-arrested blas-
omeres for each cell type were cultured and harvested for
NA extraction. TuCa1 RNA was detected from differen-
FIG. 5. Ribonuclease protection assay (RPA) and RT-PCR analysis
n the left. Vertical bars indicate the putative splicing site. The pro
oth DNTuCa1 and TuCa1. E: unfertilized eggs; LG: late gastrula
robe 1 indicates the 189-bp band that was derived from DNTuCa1
as derived from DNTuCa1 RNA. Filled arrowhead shows a 238-
ytoskeletal actin probe 177 bp in length was used for positive c
nalysis of six cDNA clones obtained by 59 RACE PCR. Variation
NTuCa1 in the alignment) were indicated as asterisk at 8 regioniating blastomeres of all four cell types (Fig. 9), compatible D
Copyright © 2001 by Academic Press. All rightith the results of in situ hybridization. DNTuCa1 RNA
as also detected in these cells (Fig. 8), although the
elative ratio between the two transcripts is not known.
herefore, RNA for the 3-domain type was coexpressed
ith TuCa1 RNA in the same differentiating blastomeres.
The 3-Domain Type Has an Inhibitory Effect on
Expression of the Full-Length Form in Xenopus
Oocyte
To explore the functional identity of the 3-domain-type
RNA, we examined the functional expression of DNTuCa1
in Xenopus oocytes. However, coexpression of DNTuCa1
with the mammalian b and a2/d subunits did not result in
he expression of a robust ionic current but only small
urrents indistinguishable from those obtained on injection
f RNAs coding mammalian b and a2/d subunit alone (data
not shown). On the other hand, isolated blastomeres
showed coexpression of RNAs of DNTuCa1 with TuCa1,
uggesting some modulatory role for DNTuCa1 in the
xpression of TuCa1 channels. To test this possibility,
Ca1 and DNTuCa1 in embryogenesis. (A) Sites of probes are shown
was specific to DNTuCa1. The 39 side of the probe 2 hybridized to
yos. Size marker was the probe 2 itself (380 bp). Dotted arrow for
A. Unfilled arrowhead for probe 2 shows the 336-bp fragment that
nd that was probably derived from TuCa1 RNA. A Halocynthia
l (shown at the right). (B) Polymorphism revealed by sequencing
nucleic acid from the probe used for RPA experiment (shown asof Tu
be 1
embr
RN
bp ba
ontro
s ofNTuCa1 was coexpressed with TuCa1 in Xenopus oocytes
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267Ca21 Channel Expression in Ascidian Embryogenesisat roughly 1:1 molar ratio of cRNAs. The oocytes injected
with both RNAs of DNTuCa1 and TuCa1 had remarkably
maller barium currents than those of cells merely express-
ng TuCa1 (Figs. 9B and 9C). The kinetics of the remaining
arium currents from cells coexpressing DNTuCa1 and
uCa1 was also distinct from that of TuCa1-derived cur-
ents. The I-V relation shifted to the right by more than 10
V (Fig. 9D). Activation occurred faster and current decay
as more remarkable (Fig. 9B). These profiles were similar
o those of Xenopus native VDCC currents the expressions
f which were facilitated by introduction of mammalian b
and a2/d. This suggests that the 3-domain-type protein
pecifically suppresses expression of TuCa1 channels and
eaves intact endogenous Xenopus VDCC currents.
A simple interpretation of the above results is that the
-domain-type protein has an auxiliary subunit, probably the
b subunit that is known to be involved in surface assembly of
he a1 subunit (Neuhuber et al., 1998). The 3-domain-type
protein does not include a conserved sequence for the
b-binding site, called the AID sequence. However, it was still
possible that other regions of the a1-subunit, in particular, the
-terminus, might bind to the b-subunit, by analogy with the
mammalian a1A subunit (Walker et al., 1998). To test this idea,
RNA coding the first domain and I–II loop the containing
b-subunit binding site (Fig. 9A) was coexpressed with an
FIG. 6. Genomic DNA sequence and initiation sites of transcripti
oxed. A TATA boxlike sequence (TATAACAT) is underlined. All
s an asterisk, and thus this site is presumed to be the transcripti
egion by PCR using primers, rEX1, EX2, and EX3 [arrows in (A)]. PC
rom egg cDNA were run on 1.2% agarose gel. Digested fragments
136 bp for rEX1/EX2, 237 bp for rEX1/EX3) appear in all lanes exc
uCa1 exons and introns that give rise to the three types of trans
variant that lacks a region corresponding to RALFKVCYS in the I–I
lines. Thick lines denote two genomic clones obtained by PCR (see
for PCR in B. The numbers indicate the locations of nucleic acidsexcess (a molar ratio of about 5:1) of TuCa1 RNA (Fig. 9B,
Copyright © 2001 by Academic Press. All rightTuCa1 1 DCTuCa1). In all the cells examined, current was
ctivated slowly and barely decayed, indicating that a signifi-
ant proportion of TuCa1 channels were expressed. Current
mplitude was about 60% of that obtained from cells only
xpressing TuCa1. Therefore, suppression of TuCa1 current
y expression of the first-domain protein was less remarkable
han that by the 3-domain type. These results suggest that
nteraction with the b-subunit cannot simply account for the
nhibitory effect of the 3-domain type on TuCa1 expression.
Timing of Barium Current Expression in Native
Ascidian Blastomeres Correlates with the
Emergence of TuCa1 RNA and the Decline
of DNTuCa1
If the 3-domain-type RNA negatively regulates expres-
sion of TuCa1 in native ascidian embryos, it can be ex-
pected that emergence of native VDCC current correlates
with the increase of full-length RNA and attenuation of
DNTuCa1 RNA during development. To test if TuCa1 gene
expression correlates with the emergence of VDCC current,
we made electrical recordings from blastomeres of muscle
and neuronal lineages.
Ba21 currents were recorded from isolated, cleavage-
arrested neuronal (a4.2) and muscular (B5.1) blastomeres of
) Sequence of TuCa1 genomic DNA. Putative exon sequences are
ACE PCR cDNA clones (Fig. 5) started at the identical site shown
itiation site for DNTuCa1. (B) Confirmation of transcription start
oducts amplified from sperm genomic DNA and RT-PCR products
UC19/DdeI were run as size marker (SM). Bands of expected size
n the lane for rEX1/EX3 with egg cDNA. (C) The arrangements of
from the single TuCa1 gene. TuCa1-sh is an alternative splicing
er. Exons are represented by boxes, and introns are represented by
hods). Arrowheads show the sites of sets of primers that were used
e putative splicing site.on. (A
59 R
on in
R pr
of P
ept i
cripts
I link
Metvarious ages (Fig. 10A). Cleavage-arrested B5.1 blastomeres
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268 Okagaki et al.did not show Ba21 currents just after cell isolation (8 h from
fertilization). Long-lasting type Ba21 currents were first
detected 19.5 h after fertilization, corresponding to the
middle neurula stage. This roughly corresponds to the stage
when TuCaI gene expression begins in muscle lineage
blastomeres. Ba21 currents increased progressively with
ime. None of the cells examined during the period until
0 h after fertilization showed other more mature-type ion
hannels such as delayed-rectifier K1 currents and Ca21-
activated K1 currents, compatible with previous findings
Shidara and Okamura, 1991). This indicates that Ca21
channels were expressed earlier in muscle lineage blas-
tomeres than were other voltage-gated ion channels.
FIG. 7. TuCa1 mRNA detected in Halocynthia embryos by in situ h
is anterior. In A, the probe hybridized exclusively to the sequence of th
Anterior blastomeres were positive for the 3-domain-type sequence
Posterior muscle precursors were stained. (D, E) Tailbud embryo. D sh
are seen in the anterior neural tissue (indicated by thick arrow) and mo
(F) Intense signals localized to nuclei of muscle precursors and diffuse
to nuclei of motor neuron precursors (arrow), weak signals in the ante
was used as the probe in C–G. Scale bars are 100 mm for A–C and 50Long-lasting type Ba21 currents began to be expressed
Copyright © 2001 by Academic Press. All rightater in anterior neuronal lineage (a-lineage) than in muscle
lastomeres. At the neural stage, about 20 to 25 h after
ertilization, Ba21 current had already appeared in muscle
lastomeres, but was not detectable in neurally induced
4.2 blastomeres. However, a cell examined at 26 h from
ertilization showed small, but significant Ba21 currents
(Fig. 10A). These early a4.2 blastomeres did not show either
neuronal-type voltage-gated sodium currents (Okamura and
Shidara, 1990) or delayed-rectifier K1 currents (Shidara and
Okamura, 1991; Ono et al., 1999), implying that the expres-
sion of Ca21 channels preceded that of other voltage-gated
on channels. Delayed-rectifier K1 currents and neural-type
Na1 currents were detected only 40 h after fertilization as
ization. (A, B) 110 cell stage embryo viewed from the animal pole. Top
omain type. In B, the region of the first domain was used as the probe.
but no cell was stained in B. (C) Neurula embryo. Top is anterior.
he lateral view and E shows the top view of the same embryo. Signals
euron precursors (small arrow). (F, G) Sections from a tailbud embryo.
k signals in epidermal precursors. G shows intense signals localized
eural tissue, and epidermal precursors. The region of the first domain
for D–G.ybrid
e 3-d
in A,
ows t
tor n
, wea
rior nreported previously (Okamura and Shidara, 1990; Shidara
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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269Ca21 Channel Expression in Ascidian Embryogenesisand Okamura, 1991). The later appearance of Ba21 currents
n a4.2-derived neurons than in muscle lineage blastomeres
s consistent with the results of in situ hybridization in
hich TuCa1 signal appeared earlier in muscle lineage than
n a4.2-derived neuronal lineage blastomeres.
In both cell types, Ba21 currents emerged at the critical
stage when the full-length transcript of TuCa1 started to
appear. In addition, the amplitude of Ba21 current only
gradually increased in the early phase, though it steeply
increased at the later stage, several hours after the emer-
gence of the currents. The earlier stage corresponds to the
stage when transcripts of DNTuCa1 and the full-length
form were coexpressed as shown in the Northern blot.
These findings support the idea that DNTuCa1 itself does
ot encode calcium-conducting channels but rather has a
odulatory roles in their expression.
Overexpression of the 3-Domain Type in Cleavage-
Arrested Ascidian Blastomere of Muscle Cell Fate
Leads to Suppression of Endogenous Ca Channel
Current
To know if the 3-domain type can negatively regulate
expression of VDCC current in ascidian cells, the 3-domain
FIG. 8. RT-PCR detection of TuCa1 and DNTuCa1 in isolated,
cleavage-arrested blastomeres. Primers were specific to TuCa1
lanes 1–5), DNTuCa1 (lanes 6–9), and TuNa1, ascidian Na1 chan-
nel (Okamura et al., 1994) (lanes 10–13). Lane 1: whole embryo at
the young tadpole stage as positive control; lanes 2, 6, 10: cleavage-
arrested a4.2 cells with protease treatment (neuronal type); lanes 3,
7, 11: a4.2 cells without protease treatment (epidermal type); lanes
4, 8, 12: A4.1 cells (which contains motor neuron lineage); lanes 5,
9, 13: B5.1 cells (muscular type). a4.2 blastomeres cultured in
isolation show epidermal type excitability, while a4.2 cultured
with cell contact to A4.1 or treated with protease expresses
neuronal type excitability (Okado and Takahashi, 1990; Okamura
and Shidara, 1990). Isolated B5.1 blastomeres from 16-cell embryos
show muscular type excitability (Shidara and Okamura, 1991) and
express robust Ca21 channel currents (Nakajo et al., 1999). A4.1
lastomeres which are fated to become motor neurons also show
euronal excitability based on Na1, Ca21, and K1 channels (Okada
t al., 1997). These isolated, cleavage-arrested blastomeres of
pecific cell fates can be considered as homogenous populations,
ecause they consistently show stereotyped phenotypes in a fixed
iming (Takahashi and Okamura, 1998). Two bands in lanes 1–5
orrespond to two alternatively spliced variants (upper band;
uCa1, lower band;TuCa1-sh; see Fig. 7C). PCR primers intervene
n exon that is spliced out in TuCa1-sh and corresponds to the
egion shown as * in Fig. 1 (see Materials and Methods).type was overexpressed under the muscle-specific actin
Copyright © 2001 by Academic Press. All rightromoter (Hikosaka et al., 1994). The plasmid bearing the
putative coding region of DNTuCa1 downstream of about
400 bp of actin promoter was constructed and microinjected
into the B5.1 blastomere of 16-cell stage embryos. This
blastomere is known to consistently differentiate into
muscle, in isolation, under cleavage-arrest (Shidara and
Okamura, 1991; Nakajo et al., 1999), thus permitting us
quantitative analysis of VDCC current. Introduction of
plasmid DNA into B5.1 blastomeres led to gene expression
of the introduced GFP plasmid only in 30–50% of injected
cells. This was probably due to the timing of injection
which changed from cell to cell or from experiment to
experiment. Injection before the 32-cell stage was most
efficient while injection after this stage did not lead to
expression of an introduced gene. To select the cells ex-
pressing the 3-domain-type RNA from the introduced plas-
mid, therefore, a plasmid carrying GFP under the same
actin promoter was coinjected. Cells showing GFP signal
were recorded using Sr21-rich solution instead of Ba21-rich
solution (see Materials and Methods).
In most GFP-positive cells that had been injected with
the plasmid carrying the 3-domain-type cDNA, VDCC
currents were significantly smaller than in uninjected cells
or cells injected only with the GFP plasmid. Accumulated
data from five different batches are shown in Fig. 11.
Overexpression of the DNTuCa1 RNA led to suppression of
he endogenous Sr21 current by about 50%. In some cells,
oinjection of the plasmids, GFP-bearing DNA, and the
-domain-type cDNA, did not lead to expression of GFP,
robably due to a delayed timing of the microinjection.
hese cells showed similar current amplitudes as unin-
ected controls or cells only injected with GFP-plasmids,
xcluding the possibility that suppression of the endoge-
ous Sr21 current in the cells overexpressing the 3-domain-
type RNA was caused by an artifact due to microinjection
of DNAs. These findings indicate that the 3-domain-type
protein has the ability to negatively regulate VDCC expres-
sion in native ascidian cells.
Coexpression Experiments in Xenopus Oocyte
Suggest that DNTuCa1 Does Not Suppress
Expression of Full-Length TuCa1 by Competing for
General Factors for VDCC Expression
To gain more insight into the mechanisms underlying
suppression of the Ca21 channel current by the 3-domain
ype, further coexpression experiments were performed
sing Xenopus oocyte. It was possible that general factors
equired for proper expression of the a1 subunit were
epleted by binding to the 3-domain-type protein. These
actors may include the a2/d subunit which was essential to
TuCa1 expression in Xenopus oocyte. a2/d binds to the
mammalian a1subunit in the region IIIS5–6 (Gurnett et al.,
1987). In addition, the C-terminus of the a1-subunit con-
tains sites critical for assembly or targeting to membrane
(Gao et al., 2000). To test if these potentially interacting
sites mediate inhibitory effects of the 3-domain-type RNA,
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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270 Okagaki et al.two deletion constructs were made. In one construct, do-
main IV and the C-terminal region were deleted (Fig. 12A,
FIG. 9. DNTuCa1 inhibits expression of TuCa1 in Xenopus oocytes.
omains I and II indicates the putative b-subunit binding site. (B)
combination of cRNAs: TuCa1 with b and a2/d (TuCa1), TuCa1 with t
a channel that consists of the first domain region and the I–II linker in
only cRNAs of b2b and a2/d without TuCa1 (2TuCa1). (C) Compari
arious combinations of subunits. Dotted line indicates the level of m
hose without a1 subunits (b, a2/d) were recorded from cells of the sam
and similar results were obtained. (D) I-V relations of barium currents
TuCa1 and DNTuCa1 (open circle; n 5 10) and those expressing only
uCa1-derived current by DNTuCa1 could be underestimated. I-V re
etween those of TuCa1-derived currents and of Xenopus native curre
he TuCa1-derived currents which escaped inhibition by the 3-domaDNTuCa1DC1). In the other construct, the deduced protein p
Copyright © 2001 by Academic Press. All righterminates between domains II and III (Fig. 12A,
NTuCa1DC2). When both deletion constructs were coex-
anels of predicted protein structures from cDNAs. Circle between the
esentative traces of Ba21 currents from oocytes injected with each
domain type, b and a2/d (TuCa1 1 DNTuCa1), TuCa1 with DCTuCa1
ng the b-subunit binding motif), b and a2/d (TuCa1 1 DCTuCa1), and
f maximum amplitudes of barium currents among cells expressing
amplitude from cells only expressing b and a2/d. All the data except
ch of oocytes. Experiments were repeated using the other two batches
cells only expressing TuCa1 (open box; n 5 10), those coexpressing
iary subunits (filled triangle; n 5 8). In this experiment, inhibition of
ns from cells coexpressing TuCa1 and DNTuCa1 were intermediate
robably reflecting that Xenopus native current was superimposed on
e.(A) P
Repr
he 3-
cludi
son o
ean
e bat
from
auxil
latio
nts, pressed with the full-length form, the VDCC current was
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m271Ca21 Channel Expression in Ascidian EmbryogenesisFIG. 10. Development of Ba21 current in isolated, cleavage-arrested blastomeres. (A) Representative current traces of Ba21 current recorded
from cleavage-arrested blastomeres of anterior neuronal lineage (a-lineage; open circle) and muscle lineage (B5.1; closed circle) at indicated
developmental stage shown as the time after fertilization. Two traces which were elicited by membrane depolarizations to 260 and 0 mV
are superimposed. Current traces were filtered at 500 Hz off-line. (B) Developmental time course of Ba21 currents shown as a plot of
aximum inward current against time from fertilization. The critical period of emergence of Ba21 current (shown as dotted box in left) is
enlarged in the right. Letters under X-axis indicate stage of embryogenesis (16: 16-cell stage, 8 h from fertilization; LG: late gastrula, 16–18
h from fertilization; N: neurula, 20–21 h from fertilization; TB: tailbud, 23–24 h from fertilization, H: hatching, 45 to 50 h from
fertilization).
Copyright © 2001 by Academic Press. All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.
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272 Okagaki et al.FIG. 11. Overexpression of the 3-domain type caused suppression of endogenous VDCC current. (A) A scheme of experiment (left) and a
picture of a differentiated cleavage-arrested B5.1 blastomere that was injected with actin-promoter-GFP plasmid (right). Scale bar, 50 mm.
(B) Representative traces of Sr21 current from ascidian muscle blastomeres; uninjected control cell (upper), cell injected only with actin
promoter-GFP plasmid (middle) and cell coinjected with actin-promoter-GFP plasmid and actin-promoter-DNTuCa1 (lower). Inward
currents are significantly smaller in the lowest traces. Outward currents also appear smaller. This was probably because smaller Sr influx
activates less proportions of Ca21-activated K1 channels, alternatively, because possible activity-dependent expression of K1 channels
imilar to that indicated in Boltenia (Dallman et al., 1998) was suppressed by lowered expression of Ca21 channels at earlier stages. (C)
ccumulated data of peak amplitude of Sr21 current. Data are shown for uninjected cells, cells injected with actin-promoter-GFP plasmid,
ells injected with actin-promoter-DNTuCa1 showing positive GFP signal, and cells that were injected with actin-promoter-DNTuCa1
howing no GFP signal due to the delayed timing of injection for transgene expression (see Materials and Methods).
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273Ca21 Channel Expression in Ascidian Embryogenesissignificantly smaller than that of the cells injected only
with the full-length form (Figs. 12A and 12B).
FIG. 12. Coexpression experiments in Xenopus oocyte suggest that
inhibition of VDCC current is not caused by competition of auxiliary
subunits or general factors for VDCC expression. (A) Representative
traces of Ba21 currents from cells injected with cRNAs of those shown in
he top panels. Traces from cells only expressing the full-length forms are
hown in upper traces, and those from cells coexpressing both forms in
ower traces. TuCa1 (left two panels) or rabbit a1C (right panels) was used
s the full-length form. DNTuCa1DC1 lacks the domain IV and the
ntracellular C-terminal region. DNTuCa1DC2 lacks the domains III, IV,
nd the intracellular C-terminal region. (B) Pooled data of maximum
urrent amplitudes. Batches of oocyte were different among three sets of
xperiments. The maximum amplitudes of Ba21 currents were standard-
ized with the values from oocytes injected with TuCa1, b2b, and a2/d
(mean values of the current amplitudes are indicated below the dotted
line for each batch). Differences were statistically significant among the
left two sets, but not in the set of a1 versus a1C 1 DNTuCa1, according to
unpaired t test.If general factors essential for VDCC expression are 2
Copyright © 2001 by Academic Press. All rightnvolved, the inhibitory effect of the 3-domain type should
e nonspecific to molecular species of a1-subunits. For such
a test, a full-length form of rabbit a1C subunit was coex-
pressed with the ascidian 3-domain type (Fig. 12A, rabbit
a1C). No significant effect on current amplitude was seen in
any of the batches of oocytes tested. These findings indicate
that the inhibitory effect of the 3-domain type is not
mediated by general factors that are required for VDCC
expression.
DISCUSSION
Identity of the Ascidian Calcium Channel a1-
ubunit
We have cloned a VDCC cDNA, TuCa1, from Halocyn-
hia embryos that is highly homologous to the a1C, a1D, and
a1S class vertebrate VDCCs. The primary structure, func-
tional expression in Xenopus oocytes, and spatial gene
expression pattern highlighted the similarity of TuCa1 to
vertebrate L-type VDCCs. A multiple alignment of the
amino acid sequence of VDCC a-subunits also indicated
hat TuCa1 was located closer to the a1CDS than the a1ABE
subgroup. Like other L-type VDCCs, TuCa1 channels con-
tained a conserved EF-hand motif and IQ motif critically
involved in Ca21-dependent inactivation (de Leon et al.,
995; Bernatchez et al., 1998; Peterson et al., 1999). Corre-
pondingly, the channels expressed in Xenopus oocytes had
Ca21-dependent current decay, compatible with previous
lectrophysiological recordings from ascidian cells (Davis et
l., 1995; Nakajo et al., 1999). In situ hybridization of
scidian embryos showed that TuCa1 was expressed in
uscle, neural cells, and cells of epidermal lineage. Such an
xpression pattern agrees well with the distribution pattern
f long-lasting type VDCC currents recorded from ascidian
lastomeres of neural, muscular, and epidermal lineages
Hirano and Takahashi, 1984).
Mechanisms of Suppression of VDCC Current by
the 3-Domain Type in Xenopus Coexpression
Experiments
How does the truncated form of VDCC suppress VDCC
current derived from the full-length form? Recently, it has
been found that a similar truncated form of rat brain a1C has
a potent dominant-negative effect on the expression of the
rat brain VDCC current in Xenopus oocyte (Dr. T. Ebihara,
personal communication). VDCC subunits of the ascidian
and mammals show homology of less than 50% at the
nucleic acid level. In addition, in a preliminary experiment
in Xenopus oocyte, we found that the 3-domain-type cDNA
used with GFP in frame which led to protein synthesis as
etected by GFP signal. It is thus unlikely that the tran-
cript of the 3-domain type represses expression of the
ull-length type at the RNA level, for example, through
orming double-stranded RNAs (Bosher and Labouesse,
000).
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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274 Okagaki et al.Then, does the 3-domain-type protein decrease the num-
ber of TuCa1-derived proteins assembled into the plasma
membrane or merely modify their channel gating? The
former mechanism seems more likely for the following
reason. Injection of VDCC b and the a2/d subunit increases
the endogenous Xenopus VDCC current (Lacerda et al.,
1994; Fig. 10B). This endogenous current shows significant
decay over a wide range of membrane potentials. In con-
trast, TuCa1-derived currents were extremely long-lasting
and showed no significant decay even during 400 ms of
depolarizing pulse (see Fig. 3), suggesting that the endoge-
nous Xenopus VDCC current was not superimposed on
uCa1-derived currents. This probably occurred because
uCa1 a1 subunits consume auxiliary subunits from endog-
nous Xenopus a1. In contrast, in the Xenopus oocytes
coexpressing the full-length type and the 3-domain-type
endogenous Xenopus VDCC currents were approximately
of the same level as in the cells only expressing subunits of
b and a2/d, indicating that endogenous Xenopus currents
escaped suppression by the 3-domain type. This may reflect
that interaction of TuCa1 with auxiliary subunits was
perturbed in these cells, releasing free auxiliary subunits for
endogenous Xenopus channels. If the 3-domain type only
ffects channel gating of the full-length channels without
nterfering with their incorporation into the plasma mem-
rane, auxiliary subunits should normally be incorporated
nto channel complexes of the full-length type with the
-domain-type protein. Therefore, endogenous Xenopus
hannels will be left quiescent, which is the opposite to the
bservation in the present study. This finding suggests that
nhibition of VDCC expression by the 3-domain type occurs
t a step before the full-length type channels form final
rotein complexes in the plasma membrane.
Both in vitro and in vivo studies indicate that auxiliary
ubunits, b and a2/d, interact with a1 subunits to control
heir surface expression (Pragnell et al., 1994; Neuhuber et
l., 1998; Gurnett et al., 1996, 1997). In fact, TuCa1
xpression required b and a2/d subunits in Xenopus oo-
cytes. The a1-subunit binds to a specific motif, called AID,
in the linker between domain I and II. However, coexpres-
sion of the first domain containing a putative b-subunit
binding site (AID sequence) did not result in a reduction of
TuCa1-derived current to the same level as that in cells
coexpressing the 3-domain type. Therefore, it is unlikely
that suppression of the VDCC current by the 3-domain-type
protein is mediated by competition of b-subunits. On the
other hand, the a2/d subunit is known to bind to domains III
and IV in purified proteins from mammalian skeletal
muscle (Gurnett et al., 1997). It is unlikely that competi-
tion of a2/d subunit caused the suppression of VDCC
current, because the truncated form of the 3-domain type
(DNTuCa1DC2), lacking domains III and IV, retained inhibi-
tory ability. This finding also excludes the possibility that
excessive peptides of the C-terminus titrate out factors that
facilitate membrane targeting of VDCC protein through
binding to its C-terminus (Gao et al., 2000). Competition of
general factors required for VDCC expression cannot ac- r
Copyright © 2001 by Academic Press. All rightcount for the suppression by the 3-domain type, because
coexpression of the 3-domain-type TuCa1 RNA did not
affect expression of the rabbit a1C subunit.
The molecular mechanisms behind the remarkable sup-
pression by the truncated version of VDCC protein remain
unknown. A peptide of Kv1.3 core protein (S3–S4–S5) exhib-
ted dominant-negative activity in coexpression experi-
ents in Xenopus oocyte (Tu et al., 2000). Such peptides are
hown to directly bind to the full-length Kv1.3 protein,
indicating that the membrane spanning region of Kv chan-
nels can recognize other core segments. By this analogy, the
3-domain type of VDCC might directly associate with the
full-length protein via some specific protein interaction
between membrane spanning segments or domains.
Roles of Maternally Expressed Transcripts
Putatively Coding a Truncated Ca21 Channel
The expression pattern of the 3-domain-type transcript
was reciprocal to that of the full-length-type transcript.
Both RNAs were coexpressed at the gastrula to neurula
stage when barium current emerged in ascidian blas-
tomeres. During this period, the current amplitude of
VDCCs only mildly increased with time. However, at later
stages when the full-length type RNA is much more abun-
dant than the 3-domain-type transcript (Fig. 2A), the cur-
rent amplitude of VDCCs markedly increased. Further-
more, overexpression of the 3-domain type significantly
suppressed endogenous VDCC current in ascidian muscle
blastomeres. Taken together with the results of coexpres-
sion experiments in Xenopus oocyte, these findings suggest
that the 3-domain type negatively regulates expression of
the full-length form during development.
However, this concept needs to be verified by character-
ization of the endogenous 3-domain-type protein. At
present, we do not have direct evidence for protein synthe-
sis from the 3-domain-type RNA in ascidian embryos.
Significant signals neither for the full-length protein nor the
3-domain protein were detected with any antibody detect-
ing mammalian L-type class a1 subunits, probably due to
he divergence in primary structure between TuCa1 and
ammalian L-type class a1 subunits, or to an insufficient
roportion of TuCa1 proteins in membrane. We also do not
now why suppression of endogenous VDCC current by the
-domain-type RNA in overexpression experiments in as-
idian muscle blastomeres was less efficient than in Xeno-
us oocyte. The current amplitude decreased to about 10%
n Xenopus oocyte, whereas it only decreased by about half
n ascidian blastomeres. It is possible that the translation
fficiency of native DNTuCa1 RNA is lower in ascidian
mbryos. Quantification of proteins will be necessary to
olve these issues.
Despite a lack of information on the 3-domain-type
rotein, it is natural to speculate that the early expression
f VDCC needs to be tightly controlled during ascidian
evelopment. Early calcium-dependent electrical activity is
equired for later maturation of muscle-specific excitabili-
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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275Ca21 Channel Expression in Ascidian Embryogenesisties in another species of ascidian, Boltenia (Dallman et al.,
998). Such spontaneous activity is only detected in a
estricted window of time in early embryogenesis. This
ctivity depends on the timely expression of VDCCs and
own-regulation of inward-rectifier K1 channels (Dallman
et al., 1998). To exert such a timely expression of VDCC
proteins in early embryos, transcriptional control of VDCC
subunits may not be sufficient, even though it plays a
significant role in regulating the expression of VDCCs.
Other molecular mechanisms, in particular, those acting
just before the assembly of channel complexes into the
plasma membrane, may help to determine such an expres-
sion. We propose that negative regulation by the maternal
transcript of the 3-domain type plays a role in tuning the
timing of expression of the VDCCs. A test of this would be
to detect enhancement of the VDCC current or shift of
timing of VDCC expression when the expression of the
3-domain type is suppressed in native ascidian embryos.
In rabbit skeletal muscle, a two-domain-type protein is
expressed transiently during early muscle differentiation
and is then replaced by the full-length type (Malouf, et al.,
1992). Two isoforms of neuronal voltage-gated sodium
channels are expressed during mammalian neural develop-
ment: a truncated form which terminates between IIIS2–S3
is produced by alternative splicing of the same gene for the
full-length form (Plummer et al., 1997). The transcript for
the truncated form is abundant early and replaced by the
full-length form in development. These truncated forms of
voltage-gated ion channels may play regulatory roles during
development similar to those proposed for the 3-domain-
type VDCC in the present study.
A truncated form of the VDCC a1 subunit has also been
reported for episodic ataxia type 2, a human genetic defect
of P/Q-type VDCC. A basepair deletion causes a premature
stop codon (Jen, 1999), yielding a truncated a1-subunit
consisting of domain I and II, and a small portion of domain
III (IIIS1; Ophoff et al., 1996). In other cases, a nonsense
mutation at a site corresponding to IIIS2–S3 (Yue et al.,
1999) or IVS1 (Jen et al., 1999) causes a premature stop
codon, thus leading to expression of truncated proteins.
Such truncated proteins might interfere with the expression
of normal P/Q-type VDCCs through a mechanism similar
to that of VDCC expression in the present study. Charac-
terization of these truncated VDCCs will lead to an under-
standing of the mechanisms behind the developmental
regulation of VDCCs and Ca21-based pathophysiology.
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